Brookwood+ Sheet Resilient
Inspired by customer feedback and the latest trends, the **BROOKWOOD+** heterogeneous sheet is the only commercial sheet resilient product available with the embossed in register texture, offering a multitude of design possibilities. Showcasing a refreshed colorway and updated visuals, this revitalized collection features 8 original wood visuals while introducing 12 new colors. Three new visuals play with mixed material design by laying graphic patterns over a natural wood grain. Visual crosshatching fades along the variation in the wood, softening the grain and giving it a fabric-like feel.

**BROOKWOOD+**

**style I319V**

**CIDER**

**color 09634**
The Fabric of Performance

**BROOKWOOD+** is both beautifully and functionally designed, making it an ideal replacement for VCT in high-demand environments. This resilient sheet is backed by a 10-year warranty and is polish optional, easing maintenance and expense needs, while eliminating cleaning chemicals in the breathing zone. A 20mil wear layer and ExoGuard™ Quartz Enhanced Urethane Finish protect against heavy foot traffic. Visual updates paired with high-performance characteristics make **BROOKWOOD+** an optimal choice in the toughest environments.